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The Mach3 is still the winning game in the battle of the $1 cartridge razors. My tester, Mike Joyce, was one of few who gave his 2009 winner, the Fusion, a top
performance. The Mach3 is the same basic design. Its three blades are spaced more evenly than the two blades on the Fusion, its cartridges are still very easy to

rinse, and the razor itself is comfortable to use. Other gillette razorhttp://www.blogger.com/profile/10181644753044758545noreply@blogger.com0tag:blogger.com,1
999:blog-8838882726630750596.post-42253095898408511752011-10-30T10:07:00.000-04:002011-10-30T10:07:23.231-04:00SmartShave | FormGuard Shaver

White- one of the best on the market! (critique)Review: SmartShave.TV/SmartShave Shaver FormGuard Shaver White There was a time when I was living on a camp
island just off the San Francisco Bay Area when I couldn't find a convenient way to shave myself clean. While I was on a three-week vacation and thus able to get
clean shaves at the US Olympic Swimming Complex in San Jose, the access was ridiculously restricted. To meet my daily needs I had to get a half hour ride to the

nearest department store and walk around in a few inches of water, trying to maneuver my head to reach with my face to the miniature white trays of super
expensive razors. It was a little gross, but I managed to survive. The smartest solution? Find a way to attach a razor to my back! I bought my first'smart-shave' - it

was quite expensive, but it worked. It wasn't comfortable, of course, but it allowed me to shave with ease. Flash forward: Fast-forward to the fall of 2011. While I was
on the lengthy waitlist for
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For 2019, Gillette introduced another version to the Fusion line: the SkinGuard. Though it
uses nearly the same handle as the standard Fusion5 (no FlexBall technology), the

bladewhich Gillette says is designed for sensitive skinis a radical departure. Like the Fusion
ProGlide Shield cartridges, SkinGuard cartridges have lubricating strips above and below the
blades. But the big difference is that the SkinGuard cartridges contain only two blades. The
blades are more widely spaced than even the Mach3s, though theyre separated by a pair of

ladder-shaped plastic comsthe Fusion ProShield cartridge has a similar mechanism at its
bottom, but weve never seen a razor with two of themwhich are meant to gently guide hair

into the blade. All in all, if you do switch to cartridge blades, youll want to use one of the
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best ones on the market. The Gillette Mach3 cartridges are pretty good but theyre not a
world-class razor and theyre a lot more expensive than cartridges from the competition. Its
a good deal though, as long as youre patient (and don t forget to prep with a mild soap or
shave soap) and dont feel overwhelmed by the blades. Though the Fusion5 was a middle
choice because the customer service reps were giving the Fusion5 less weight than the
Mach3 for our final round of research, the Mach3 provides the best balance of speed,

smoothness, and safety. If your legs, face, arms, or neck take a long time to dry out during
the course of a shave, or you find yourself face first into a hole, you may want to give the

Mach3 a try. The Pulse is the last razor in our lineup. Though not as smooth as the Mach3, it
is quick and effective, and the light, soft touch of the handle should encourage the more

hesitant to give it a try. 5ec8ef588b
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